
With over 11,000 square feet of exhibit space

and a large demonstration garden area, the

Desert Living Center will offer Las Vegas

residents and design professionals the

inspiration, design strategies and tools they

need to profoundly influence the future of

their community––and the environment. 

AldrichPears is working with Lucchesi Galati

Architects, to create a LEED platinum-rated

facility on the historic and fragile 180-acre

Las Vegas Springs Preserve site. Interpretive

components include a design lab, a technical

training studio and the sustainability gallery,

where visitors interact with light-hearted

exhibits that communicate practical messages

about lifestyle changes and sustainable

living in the Mojave Desert.

The center is scheduled to open in Spring 2005.
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Las Vegas, Nevada

D E S E R T L I V I N G  C E N T E R L AS  VEGAS  SPR INGS  PRESERVE

Entering the sustainability gallery, visitors step into a backyard
scene––at once familiar, yet intriguingly different, and are drawn into
the three thematic areas.

Nothing Disappears highlights the life cycles of the natural world and
manufactured products. One month’s worth of garbage forms a
teetering tower of trash, while recycling bins and kiosks explain the
alternatives. Visitors match up recycled materials with their surprising
end products in the garbage truck theatre. Children and adults can’t
resist the compost crawl, where they see live wriggler worms at work,
transforming kitchen waste into luscious black compost––one of the
lawn feeding options keen gardeners explore at the fertilizer kiosk. 



Do More With Less introduces everyday
ways of conserving water and energy,
and reducing consumption. Visitors
witness the life cycle of water at the
backyard oasis gardens and the
swimming pool tanks. Entering the
home, they see the sustainable
materials used in the design. A giant
electricity outlet invites visitors to ask
where power comes from, and an
oversized thermostat shows how a
tiny turn of the dial can make a big
difference. Visitors explore the energy-
saving features of the bathroom, kitchen
and living room, flip switches in the
lightbulb kiosk, and make their own
sustainability commitments at the
pledge tree.

Explore the Alternatives investigates alternative energy sources,
transportation and materials, with a spotlight on new technology.
Visitors climb into a real electric car and discover breakthroughs in
transport technology inside the cut-away airstream trailer. They harness
the forces of nature at the sunpower sunflower and windpower
invention station, and discover how many appliances they can power
by pedalling on the energy bike. 
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